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SCARY STORIES 

FOR GRADES 3-5 
Arnold, Louise           J ARN 

 Golden and Grey (An Unremarkable Boy and a Rather Remarkable Ghost) 

When a downhearted ghost becomes the "invisible friend" of an eleven-year-old boy who 

is an outcast in his new school, the two help each other find their place in their respective 

worlds. 

Avi             J AVI 

 Midnight Magic 

In Italy in 1491, Mangus the magician and his apprentice are summoned to the castle of 

Duke Claudio to determine if his daughter is indeed being haunted by a ghost. 

The Seer of Shadows 

In New York City in 1872, fourteen-year-old Horace, a photographer's apprentice,  

becomes entangled in a plot to create fraudulent spirit photographs, but when Horace 

accidentally frees the real ghost of a dead girl bent on revenge, his life takes a frightening turn. 

 Something Upstairs: a Tale of Ghosts 

When he moves from Los Angeles to Providence, Rhode Island, Kenny discovers that his 

new house is haunted by the spirit of a black slave boy who asks Kenny to return with him to 

the early nineteenth century and prevent his murder by slave traders. 

Bellairs, John            J BEL 

 The House With a Clock in its Walls 

A boy goes to live with his magician uncle in a mansion that has a clock hidden in the 

walls which is ticking off the minutes until doomsday. 

Bruchac, Joseph           J BRU 

 Skeleton Man 

After her parents disappear and she is turned over to the care of a strange "great-uncle," 

Molly must rely on her dreams about an old Mohawk story for her safety and maybe even for her 

life. 

Carman, Patrick            J CAR 

Skeleton Creek 
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Although housebound following an eerie accident, teenaged Ryan continues to 

investigate the strange occurences in his hometown of Skeleton Creek, recording his findings in 

a journal and viewing email video clips sent by fellow detective Sarah. The reader may view 

Sarah's videos on a website by using links and passwords found in the text. 

Conrad, Pam            J CON 

 Stonewords: a Ghost Story 

Zoe discovers that her house is occupied by the ghost of an eleven-year-old girl, who 

carries her back to the day of her death in 1870 to try to alter that tragic event. 

Dahl, Roald             J DAH 

The Witches 

A young boy and his Norwegian grandmother, who is an expert on witches, together foil 

a witches' plot to destroy the world's children by turning them into mice. 

DeFelice, Cynthia           J DEF 

 The Ghost and Mrs. Hobbs 

Hindered by a fight with her friend Dub and a series of mysterious fires, eleven-year-old 

Allie investigates the fire seventeen years earlier which claimed the lives of the husband and 

infant son of a school cafeteria worker, as well as the handsome young man whose ghost asks 

Allie for help. 

Fleischman, Sid           J FLE 

 The 13th Floor a Ghost Story 

When his older sister disappears, twelve-year-old Buddy Stebbins follows her back in 

time and finds himself aboard a seventeenth-century pirate ship captained by a distant relative. 

Funke, Cornelia           J FUN 

 Ghost Knight 

Eleven-year-old Jon Whitcroft and new friend Ella summon the ghost of Sir William 

Longspee, who may be able to protect Jon from a group of ghosts that threatens him harm from 

the day he arrives at Salisbury Cathedral's boarding school. Includes historical notes. 

Gaiman, Neil            J GAI 

 The Graveyard Book 

Nobody Owens is a normal boy, except that he has been raised by ghosts and other 

denizens of the graveyard. 

Gidwitz, Adam           J PRE T GID 
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A Tale Dark and Grimm 

Follows Hansel and Gretel as they walk out of their own story and into eight more tales, 

encountering such wicked creatures as witches, along with kindly strangers and other helpful 

folk. Based in part on the Grimms' fairy tales Faithful Johannes, Hansel and Gretel, The seven 

ravens, Brother and sister, The robber bridegroom, and The devil and his three golden hairs 

Gorog, Judith            J GOR 

 In a Creepy, Creepy Place and Other Scary Stories 

   A collection of scary stories with unpredictable events and bizarre characters. 

Hahn, Mary Downing          J HAH 

  All the Lovely Bad Ones 

While spending the summer at their grandmother's Vermont inn, two prankster siblings 

awaken young ghosts from the inn's distant past who refuse to "rest in peace." 

The Ghost of Crutchfield Hall 

In the nineteenth century, ten-year-old Florence Crutchfield leaves a London orphanage 

to live with her great-uncle, great-aunt, and sickly cousin James, but she soon realizes the home 

has another resident, who means to do her and James harm. 

The Old Willis Place: a Ghost Story 

Tired of the rules that have bound them ever since "the bad thing happened," twelve-

year-old Diana ignores her brother's warnings and befriends the daughter of the new caretaker, 

setting in motion events that lead to the release of the spirit of an evil, crazy woman who once 

ruled the old Willis place. 

Compilation            J HAL 

 Half Minute Horrors 

An anthology of very short, scary stories by an assortment of authors and illustrators 

including Chris Raschka, Joyce Carol Oates, Neil Gaiman, Jack Gantos, and Lane Smith. 

Irving, Washington           J IRV 

 The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 

A superstitious schoolmaster, in love with a wealthy farmer's daughter, has a terrifying 

encounter with a headless horseman. 

Kehret, Peg            J KEH 

 Stolen Children 
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Fourteen-year-old Amy's excitement over her first babysitting job ends when she and her 

three-year-old charge are kidnapped, but a daily video recording sent to little Kendra's parents 

allows Amy to send clues, in hopes of being rescued before the kidnappers decide they no longer 

need her. 

Kelley, Jane            J KEL 

 The Girl Behind the Glass 

Moving from Brooklyn to a rental house in the country strains the relationship between 

eleven-year-old identical twins Hannah and Anna Zimmer, a situation made worse by the ghost 

of a girl who is trapped in the house because of problems with her own sister eighty years 

before. 

McKissack, Pat           J MCK 

 The Dark-Thirty Southern Tales of the Supernatural 

A collection of ghost stories with African American themes, designed to be told during 

the Dark Thirty, the half hour before sunset, when ghosts seem all too believable. 

Pateaude, David           J PAT 

 Haunting at Home Plate 

After they hear stories about their baseball field being haunted by the ghost of a boy who 

died there many years ago, twelve-year-old Nelson and his teammates start finding mysterious 

messages written in the dirt. 

San Souci, Robert           J SAN 

 Haunted Houses 

Ten chilling tales about untraditional haunted houses: a mansion full of pirate treasure, a 

ghost trapped in a mysterious dollhouse, a boy whose vacation house comes complete with 

people-eating spiders, and many more. But beware because not all of the protagonists in these 

stories get out alive. 

 Short and Shivery          J 398.4 SAN 

A collection of thirty short and spooky tales from the folklore of Russia, Virginia, 

Ireland, Canada, and other areas of the world. 

Also in this series: More Short & Shivery : Thirty Terrifying Tales and Even More Short & 

Shivery : Thirty Spine-tingling Stories 

Schwartz, Alvin           J 398.2 SCH 

 Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark 
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   Stories of ghosts and witches, "jump" stories, scary songs, and modern-day scary stories. 

  Also in the series: Scary Stories 3: More Tales to Chill Your Bones 

Stine, R.L.            J STI 

 Vampire Breath 

Exploring his basement, Freddy and his friend Cara discover a mysterious bottle labeled 

"vampire breath" and accidentally break it open, unleashing a very thirsty Count Nightwing on 

the town. 

  Check out the entire Goosebumps series! 

Van Draanen, Wendelin          J VAN 

 Sammy Keyes and the Night of Skulls 

Junior high detective Sammy Keyes and her friends take a detour through a graveyard on 

Halloween night and find themselves in the middle of a mystery involving missing people, 

human skulls, and a ghoulish embalmer, while school presents its own set of tricks and treats. 

Wright, Betty Ren           J PB WRI 

 The Dollhouse Murders 

A dollhouse filled with a ghostly light in the middle of the night and dolls that have 

moved from where she last left them lead Amy and her retarded sister to unravel the mystery 

surrounding grisly murders that took place years ago. 

Zappa, Ahmet             J ZAP 

Monstrous Memoirs of Minerva 

With the help of Dr. Devilstone and a book called the Monstranomicon, Minerva and her 

brother Max go to the evil Zarmaglorg's Castle Doominstinkinfart to rescue their father, whom 

they have discovered comes from a long line of monsterminators. 

 


